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Cellular Automata and Discrete Complex Systems: 19th International Workshop, AUTOMATA 2013, Gießen, Germany, September 14-19, 2013, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	The volume LNCS 8155 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 19th International Workshop on Cellular Automata and Discrete Complex Systems, AUTOMATA 2013, held in Giessen, Germany, in September 2013. The 8 papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 26 submissions. The scope of the workshop spans the following areas the...
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A First Course in Mathematical ModelingBrooks Cole, 2013

	Offering a solid introduction to the entire modeling process, A FIRST COURSE IN MATHEMATICAL MODELING, 5th Edition delivers an excellent balance of theory and practice, and gives you relevant, hands-on experience developing and sharpening your modeling skills. Throughout, the book emphasizes key facets of modeling, including creative and...
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Designing SCADA Application Software: A Practical ApproachElsevier Limited, 2013

	Automation systems, often referred to as SCADA systems, involve programming at several levels; these systems include computer type field controllers that monitor and control plant equipment such as conveyor systems, pumps, and user workstations that allow the user to monitor and control the equipment through color graphic displays. All of the...
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Mobile Security: How to Secure, Privatize, and Recover Your DevicesPackt Publishing, 2013

	Mobile phones and tablets enhance our lives, but they also make you and your family vulnerable to cyber-attacks or theft. This clever guide will help you secure your devices and know what to do if the worst happens.


	Overview

	
		Learn how mobile devices are monitored and the impact of cloud computing

...
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Clojure Data Analysis CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Make more of your data using Clojure and this brilliant cookbook full of real-world recipes. From creating revealing graphs to using data analysis libraries, you'll learn both the basics and advanced techniques.


	Overview

	
		Get a handle on the torrent of data the modern Internet has created
	...
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Learning Android Application TestingPackt Publishing, 2015

	Improve your Android applications through intensive testing and debugging


	About This Book

	
		Focus on Android instrumentation testing to ensure full application coverage
	
		Apply testing techniques and utilize tools to improve Android application development
	
		Build intensively...
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Build iOS Games with Sprite Kit: Unleash Your Imagination in Two DimensionsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2014

	For beginning iOS developers who want to write games and interactive applications.

	

	Take your game ideas from paper to pixels using Sprite Kit, Apple's 2D game development engine. Build two exciting games using Sprite Kit and learn real-world, workshop-tested insights about game design, including cognitive...
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Intelligent Multimedia Surveillance: Current Trends and ResearchSpringer, 2013

	Intelligent multimedia surveillance concerns the analysis of multiple sensing inputs including video and audio streams, radio-frequency identification (RFID), and depth data. These data are processed for the automated detection and tracking of people, vehicles, and other objects. The goal is to locate moving targets, to understand their...
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Nuclear Signaling Pathways and Targeting Transcription in Cancer (Cancer Drug Discovery and Development)Humana Press, 2013

	At the moment, there is no dedicated book to summarize the roles, the significance, and potential therapeutic targeting of transcriptional factors from the perspective of signaling cascade, and thus, directly impacting the functionality of transcriptional factors in cancer. In addition, this book will offer a comprehensive basic and clinical...
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Samsung SmartTV Application DevelopmentFor Dummies, 2013

	Take your apps from the small screen to the big screen and start developing for the Samsung SmartTV now!

	 


	Samsung’s SmartTV platform gives developers the opportunity to bring the app experience to the world of home entertainment, creating a more interactive and engaging way to reach their audience. If...
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Nanoalloys: From Fundamentals to Emergent ApplicationsElsevier Limited, 2013

	Nanoalloys: From Fundamentals to Emergent Applications presents and discusses the major topics related to nanoalloys at a time when the literature on the subject remains scarce. Particular attention is paid to experimental and theoretical aspects under the form of broad reviews covering the most recent developments. The book is...
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Pentaho 5.0 Reporting by Example: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn to use the power of Pentaho for Business Intelligence reporting in a series of simple, logical stages. From installation in Windows or Linux right through to publishing your own Java web application, it's all here.


	Overview

	
		Install and configure PRD in Linux and Windows
	
		Create...
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